Abstract: The increasing ubiquity of the Internet in the everyday lives of youth has been accompanied by a whole new set of anxieties and concerns. While many have worried about how the Internet increases youth access to problematic content—including pornographic and violent content—little consideration has been paid to youth-generated problematic content. This article examines one genre of youth-generated problematic content: that which advocates self-harm practices. Countless websites and online communities are devoted to the topic of deliberate self-harm, ranging from online therapy and support groups to “pro-anorexia” and “pro-cutting” websites, and much of the content on these websites is produced by and for youth. This paper seeks to provide an overview of what is known
about the spectrum of self-harm practices and how technology inflects these practices in new ways.

We begin with a brief introductory section detailing a working definition of self-harm based on the most recent published literature, outline the general prevalence and demographics, and note the correlations between self-harm practices, eating disorders, and the media. The latter half of this article summarizes various approaches to handling online self-harm content, ranging from censoring content (through Internet Service Provider (ISP) policies and governmental regulations) to providing support for those struggling with the underlying issues associated with deliberate self-harm (e.g., media literacy programs, online support groups, and grassroots social movements and campaigns). Given that censorship of such content often results in pushing it further underground, we recommend solutions that address the underlying sociocultural forces that motivate youth to engage in self-harm practices, and call for further research into these phenomena.

I. INTRODUCTION

As a platform for user-generated content, the Internet has made it possible for people around the world to converse, share information, create communities, and mobilize around shared interests. Those who celebrate the Internet often revel in the moments where networked technology has enhanced political action, transformed information flow, or empowered communities of interest to generate new cultural artifacts. Critics often see flaws in the very same features, pointing to the potential for terrorism, crimes against minors, and the spread of problematic content. Anxieties about the Internet are particularly acute in relation to youth, who are seen as both uncontrollable deviants who must be punished and an impressionable population who must be protected. As a result, the Internet is often criticized as a sinister world where naïve teens fall prey to various assorted malevolent forces, or teens are vilified for using the Internet to indulge their darkest and wildest impulses, below the radar of parental authority.1

Societal anxiety about youth online safety has historically focused on three core areas of concern: (1) sexual solicitation and sex crimes against minors; (2) bullying and harassment; and (3) access to illegal or problematic content. More recently, the increased public discourse around user-generated content has introduced a new area of concern: *youth-generated problematic content*. This is not to say that teens were not contributing problematic content to the Internet throughout the 1990s and 2000s or that it was not of concern to adults, but rather that emergent genres of social media—blogs, social network sites, and media-sharing services—have cast new light onto the contributory practices of teens and, especially, the problematic content that they produce. Youth-generated problematic content varies widely, from the illegal production and dissemination of photographic images of minors, known as “sexting,” to the video documentation of gang fights, to the communities that promote eating disorders or self-injury.

As youth-generated problematic content gains visibility online and in news media debates, many members of the public agitate for ways to stop it. Often forgotten in the obsession with the problematic content are the underlying practices that drive its production. For example, when youth produce and share fight videos in a culture of honor, we should be more concerned about the underlying values and dynamics of youth violence depicted than the videos themselves. Yet, when it comes to policy discussions, attention focuses on trying to regulate the content or the services that host the content. Not only are such approaches often legally and technically untenable, but they also naively presume that eliminating problematic content will reduce the underlying practices. More likely, efforts to curb the content without addressing the underlying issues will simply push the practices further underground or onto other websites. More importantly, in trying to ban content that results from increased visibility, advocates fail to embrace the potential of visibility for helping at-risk youth, and they
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assume the effect of the sites is the same as the ostensible goal of the sites.4

In order to more directly discuss the difficulties in addressing youth-generated problematic content, this paper focuses on the challenges presented by one type of content: that which is produced by those engaged in pro-self-harm communities. This includes those that promote “cutting” or self-injury and disordered eating patterns, such as anorexia and bulimia. Problematic self-harm content includes videos of self-harm techniques, triggering images meant to encourage viewers to engage in self-harm, websites dedicated to promoting self-harm lifestyles, and chatrooms where people share self-harm techniques, encourage each other to self-harm, and validate ongoing participation. This content is not illegal, but it is deeply upsetting to many. Although research is inconclusive, some studies have shown content that promotes self-harm may encourage people to engage in self-harm practices.5

Although people participated in self-harm behaviors before the Internet, the Internet has made it easier for those engaged in self-harm to document and share self-harm techniques, build communities around self-harm practices, and promote self-harm lifestyles. Of course, those who practice deliberate self-harm techniques also use the Internet as a crucial tool for getting help. While some sites are solely dedicated to the promotion or eradication of self-harm, content that promotes self-harm is often intertwined with content that enables support and recovery. Furthermore, what might be triggering content to one person—such as a personal account of self-injury—may encourage another person to seek help. This makes it difficult to categorize what constitutes problematic self-harm content.

Addressing problematic self-harm content is challenging because there is no easy legal, technical, or social solution. Proposals to outlaw problematic self-harm content or the hosting of it violate the First Amendment. Efforts to algorithmically identify and block self-harm content encourage advocates to encode their messages or seek refuge
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on other sites. And while self-harm is socially abhorrent to many, pro-self-harm advocates are actively defending their practices in the face of social ostracization. Thus, social pressure does little to curb content advocating self-harm.

While there is no easy solution for addressing problematic self-harm content, its presence does provide new opportunities for mental health practitioners and educators to learn about the cultural logic underlying self-harm practices. Furthermore, the Internet provides a new potential site for intervention. Clinics have struggled to develop effective treatments and interventions for addressing self-harm practices. While the Internet does not provide a magic bullet, it does introduce new possibilities for leveraging visibility to learn from and reach out to those engaged in self-harm.

In mapping out the challenges in addressing problematic self-harm content, this Article seeks to highlight the limitations of legal and technical interventions while showcasing a variety of perspectives regarding online self-harm practices. The goal of this Article is to provide an alternative framework for thinking about youth-generated problematic content. We begin by reviewing what is known about the underlying phenomena, highlighting research that sheds light on the motivations of those engaged in self-harm and the correlations between self-harm and other risky behaviors. We then turn to review what is known about the role of the Internet in reconfiguring self-harm, focusing on communities that have emerged to support self-harm lifestyles. Such background information about the underlying practices is essential for developing appropriate interventions.

While examining the different legal and technical approaches to combating problematic self-harm content, we highlight the weaknesses of a content-centric approach, for even if a legal or technical intervention could curb problematic self-harm content, it would not address the underlying issues. Finally, we examine the costs and benefits of the visibility of self-harm content, highlighting opportunities for mental health practitioners, educators, and technology companies. Building on this foundation, we discuss the role that these different actors should play in contending with problematic self-harm content.

The discussion presented in this Article is intentionally U.S.-centric, although we do discuss European research and international laws. Likewise, although we discuss problematic self-harm content in light of youth-generated problematic content, we are cognizant that not all self-harm content is produced by youth. Thus, it is important to acknowledge the slippage between all who are engaged in self-harm and youth engaged in self-harm. At the same time, examinations of pro-self-harm communities seem to suggest that they are dominated
by youth. Furthermore, it appears that youth are more likely to engage in self-harm practices. In documenting the issues presented by pro-self-harm content, we hope to encourage others to consider the difficulties in addressing youth-generated problematic content and the role that visibility plays in offering new opportunities for understanding and intervention.

II. BACKGROUND ON DELIBERATE SELF-HARM

The term “self-harm” is a contested one with no universally agreed upon definition. Some use self-harm explicitly to refer to the specific act of inflicting physical harm on flesh (e.g., “cutting”) while others use it to refer to a category of practices that cause the body harm regardless of intention (e.g., “cutting,” eating disorders, and suicidal behavior). We use self-harm in the latter sense. That said, we do recognize that there is a fine line between what is considered to be problematic self-harm and socially-sanctioned forms of self-mutilation, such as tattooing or body piercing, or generally accepted forms of dieting or intense exercise. In addressing this topic, we recognize the blurriness here and acknowledge that determining what is problematic self-harm and what is not is both difficult and fraught.
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While numerous studies have examined self-harm in clinical settings, few large-scale empirical studies have been conducted on self-harm in the general population. A notable exception to this is the Child and Adolescent Self-Harm in Europe (CASE) survey, a school-based survey of deliberate self-harm practices completed by youth (primarily fifteen to sixteen years old) in seven countries. Of the 30,477 responses, 13.5% of females and 4.3% of males reported at least one episode of deliberate self-harm in their lifetimes. In a recent American telephone survey of 1,500 youth between the ages of ten and seventeen, 3% reported a recent deliberate self-harm episode. The Eating Disorders Coalition reports that approximately eleven million Americans suffer from eating disorders, which often go undiagnosed and untreated. Participation in self-injury practices often begins during adolescence, and youth are often more likely to engage in self-injury practices than adults. Researchers estimate that between 1–4% of adults engage in non-suicidal self-injury while the rate among young adolescents ranges between 8.8–16.6%, with
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studies examining the lifetime prevalence of self-injury among adolescents showing ranges from 13–23.2%.\textsuperscript{17} Drawing from national databases of hospital records between 2001 and 2003, an American study found that an average of 17,718 children aged ten to fourteen were treated for nonfatal self-harm injuries annually.\textsuperscript{18}

Although self-harm refers to a category of distinct practices, there appears to be a correlation between the different practices discussed as self-harm.\textsuperscript{19} The motivations for engaging in self-harm vary and differ across different practices. Both external and self-criticism are strongly correlated with deliberate self-harm, including self-injury,\textsuperscript{20} eating disorders,\textsuperscript{21} and suicidal behavior.\textsuperscript{22}

Those who self-injure habitually are motivated by a variety of factors—including a desire for self-punishment, difficulties in communicating pain, and/or a wish to find relief from one’s current mental state.\textsuperscript{23} They typically experience relief from anxiety and pain.
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immediately following the act. Self-harm is at once a way of punishing oneself as well as an act of self-preservation, a paradox that undergirds the complexity of this phenomenon. Contrary to popular beliefs that eating disorders are simply linked to media-driven notions of beauty, self-control is the most salient motivation underlying disordered eating patterns. Perfectionism, anxiety, and depression are commonly associated with the development of disordered eating habits, and recent studies suggest that self-criticism plays a particularly strong mediating role between the three. This is not to say that the beauty ideals of a contemporary society fueled by TV shows like “The Swan” and “Nip/Tuck” and a billion dollar diet industry combined with a war on obesity do not play a role. Rather, as one recovering anorectic explained, it is of little wonder that many see themselves as failing to measure up when “we turn skeletons into goddesses and look to them as if they might teach us how to not-need.” The gendered dynamic of eating disorders is
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also quite salient, as young women face more pressure to be thin than young men.\textsuperscript{32}

Self-injury and disordered eating patterns are often coping strategies or mechanisms of control for individuals who are dealing with other situational and psychosocial issues. Research has shown a strong correlation between self-harm and other mental health and behavioral factors. Deliberate self-harm appears to be highly correlated with family troubles and both physical and sexual abuse.\textsuperscript{33}

Although not all those engaged in deliberate self-harm have psychiatric disorders or mental illnesses, those with psychiatric disorders and mental illnesses often engage in deliberate self-harm.\textsuperscript{34}

Those youth who engage in deliberate self-harm are also often involved in other risky behaviors, such as smoking, using hard drugs, using substances while engaging in intercourse,\textsuperscript{35} or using the Internet for sexual encounters.\textsuperscript{36} While self-harm is in and of itself a concern, it is often an indicator of other major issues.

Research provides a critical lens for understanding self-harm practices, but more work is still needed. Strategies that address self-harm should be driven by research findings. Design interventions should account for both the visible practices of self-harm and the underlying behavioral and social issues that often drive self-harm practices. Furthermore, all interventions should be evaluated through the lens of research to prevent unintended consequences. Because self-harm is often a coping strategy, efforts to curtail self-harm may result in worse outcomes. For example, self-injury is often one of the strongest predictors of suicide, but interventions that help minimize self-injury may increase the likelihood of suicide.\textsuperscript{37}

Research provides
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a crucial backdrop for understanding the underlying dynamics behind self-harm practices.

III. PROBLEMATIC SELF-HARM CONTENT AND THE INTERNET

The Internet is both a source of information and a space for conversation; in the arena of deliberate self-harm, it plays both roles. Online content concerning self-harm can be categorized into three types: (1) sites that provide information and factual content, including medical literature and references; (2) supportive self-help sites or communities, often containing first-person narratives from sufferers and advocating interpersonal connection, help-seeking, and recovery; and (3) pro-self-harm sites or communities that contain triggering content and advocate or encourage self-harm as a lifestyle. While some sites focus only on one type of content, many sites have a mix of both constructive and destructive content.

Although we will primarily focus on the problematic aspects of self-harm online, we must also highlight the positive role that the Internet can and does play. The content contained in the first two categories of sites tends to be quite beneficial for those struggling to address self-harm issues. Studies of distressed individuals participating in online support groups have demonstrated that they typically provide a valuable source of social support, particularly among those who are already severely isolated. Online self-harm communities can offer social support to those engaged in self-harm practices and who are often isolated and secretive. The opportunity to receive advice from those who have gone through similar experiences is often critical to recovery and the Internet allows those


in recovery to do so in their own homes without facing the social stigma typically associated with self-harm.\textsuperscript{41}

While most scholars and practitioners recognize the value of the first two categories of content related to self-harm, the third category—which advocates self-harm as a lifestyle—raises serious concerns. Pro-self-harm sites are organized around messages that encourage self-harm, photographic depictions of self-harm, techniques for engaging in self-harm, and discussions meant to validate self-harm practices. In essence, they frame self-harm as an identity or a lifestyle and participants are encouraged to share their own stories as part of participation.\textsuperscript{42} While pro-self-harm content is most visible on sites dedicated to self-harm, it is increasingly found on sites where youth gather that permit user-generated content, most notably social networking sites like Facebook,\textsuperscript{43} journaling communities like LiveJournal,\textsuperscript{44} video-sharing sites like YouTube,\textsuperscript{45} micro-blogging services like Twitter,\textsuperscript{46} and media-sharing sites like DeviantART.\textsuperscript{47}
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Those who advocate self-harm argue that self-harm is a long-term coping mechanism. Pro-self-harmers attempt to de-stigmatize self-harm practices by highlighting that self-harmers are only hurting themselves and not others. Those who participate in pro-self-harm sites generally see them as functioning in three principle ways: (1) as sources of empathy and understanding that generally cannot be found offline; (2) as important communities of belonging; and (3) as avenues for coping with distressing emotions and issues.\(^{48}\) Examining over 400 message boards dedicated to self-injury, scholars found both positive and negative outcomes for those who engaged in these sites. In sharing their stories, exchanging opinions and ideas, giving and obtaining support, and finding community when isolated, some participants in self-harm communities were able to regain control of their lives. However, these communities may also normalize and encourage dangerous behaviors through concealment and by sharing techniques. The addictive and epidemic-like qualities of self-injury may impinge upon adolescents finding strategies for coping that move beyond self-destructive behaviors.\(^{49}\) Furthermore, many youth are ambivalent about both the disorder and recovery.\(^{50}\)

While little is understood about who participates in self-harm communities, studies on visitors to self-harm discussion boards have found that teenagers constitute the majority, which tends to be female.\(^{51}\) This mirrors what is understood about self-harm in the population at large.

As communities of those engaged in self-harm have evolved, subcultures have formed. The most visible pro-self-harm subcultures are those colloquially referred to as “pro-ana” (pro-anorexia) and “pro-mia” (pro-bulimia). Pro-ana and pro-mia communities have formed on websites, discussion forums, and groups. Collectively, they promote eating disorders and provide support for those who wish to continue their quest towards thinness. The cultural values of pro-ana and pro-mia are “experiential and aspirational, and contributes to a
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sense-of-self.” Pro-ana and pro-mia are often referred to as a “lifestyle.” As a subculture, pro-ana and pro-mia are replete with common symbols, rituals, and rules for inclusion. In an ethnographic study of the subculture, Natalie Boero and C.J. Pascoe examined the role that each played in configuring participation. Symbols include personifications of “Ana” and “Mia” as goddess and devil, colored bracelets, “thinspiration” pictures, poetry, and songs. Rituals such as posting photographs, weigh-ins, feedback requests, group fasts and food reports help to prove the authenticity of one’s pro-ana status as well as provide a sense of embodiment in disembodied space. Lack of such evidence might lead to being labeled “wannarexic,” and such a threat is often a source of fear and insecurity on the part of group members—while simultaneously a relational category that reinforces the anorectic identity.

Fox, Ward, and O’Rourke summarize the point of view of the “anti-recovery” discourse of the pro-ana movement as such: “Pro-anorexia is not a diet, nor is it a lifestyle choice. It is a way of coping and a damage limitation that rejects recovery as a simplistic solution to a symptom that leaves the underlying pain and hurt unresolved.” In short, if anorexia is a coping mechanism, why “cure” it? The site members in their study seemed to embrace and co-create a support system that was “pro-anorectics, not pro-anorexia” in nature. Many wanted to find a way for participants to engage in anorexia “as healthy as possible.” This model effectively challenges the dominant medical and social scientific discourses, revealing a conflict between normative cultural ideals of beauty, resistance to the label of “conformist,” and a desire to embody the qualities of autonomy and independence.
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Sites and communities dedicated to self-harm are deeply upsetting to most people, but little is known about their psychological implications in configuring self-harm practices. One of the major concerns raised about pro-self-harm sites is that such communities may serve to normalize and thus perpetuate self-harm practices and identities, effectively substituting for the development of positive coping mechanisms.\textsuperscript{58} Yet, it is unclear whether or not participation in self-harm sites does increase participation in self-harm. When surveyed, those who participate in sites dedicated to self-injury reported either a decrease or no change in their self-injury behavior as a result of membership in the group.\textsuperscript{59} On the other hand, a study of college students with no history of eating disorders demonstrated an increase in eating disordered behaviors as well as caloric restriction following exposure to pro-eating disorder websites.\textsuperscript{60}

Given the secrecy and shame associated with some types of self-harm, some communities serve as “safe spaces” for these individuals to collectively cope, share, and support each other.\textsuperscript{61} This may help participants recover, but it may also serve to normalize and thus perpetuate self-harm practices.\textsuperscript{62} More research is needed to understand the experiences of those seeking support through this medium, whether other forms of support are utilized, and the offline consequences of offering online support.\textsuperscript{63}

Pro-self-harm communities raise serious questions that must still be addressed in research. Do more people engage in self-harm because of self-harm sites or do these sites simply attract those who were already engaged in self-harm? Do self-harm sites exacerbate or escalate self-harm practices or do they simply make visible what was previously inaccessible? If participation does escalate self-harm practices, does this mean that people get help earlier? And given that getting help earlier is often more effective, does this mean that those
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who participate in these sites may make treatment more effective? There are too many uncertainties to know the costs and benefits of participating in these sites, but there is little doubt that more research is desperately needed.

IV. CURRENT POLICIES FOR ADDRESSING PROBLEMATIC SELF-HARM CONTENT

Upset by pro-self-harm communities, many have begun to demand that problematic self-harm content be regulated. The Academy for Eating Disorders released a report in 2006, calling upon Internet service providers (ISPs) and government officials to require warning screens for pro-ana websites, similar to warning labels on cigarette packages or those required for television and film.64 The Royal College of Psychiatrists called for “urgent action to protect vulnerable young people from the harmful influence of pro-eating disorder websites” in response to the establishment of the U.K. Council for Child Internet Safety in September 2009.65 In their statement, they asked that pro-eating disorder content be included in any definition of a harmful website and that moderation and e-safety education be extended to include these sites.66

Although content related to self-injury and eating disorders—even the promotion of it—is not illegal in any country, France explored outlawing content that promoted eating disorders. In April 2008, the French government proposed a law that would make it illegal to “provoke a person to seek excessive weight loss by encouraging prolonged nutritional deprivation that would have the effect of exposing them to risk of death or endangering health.”67 Critics argued
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that the law was “vaguely worded and rushed,” making it unclear who would be held responsible. Concerns were also raised as to the scope of the law because both Internet media and traditional media (e.g., magazines) would be included. Even medical experts expressed doubt about “whether such a law would actually help victims or create even more demand for the sites by creating new publicity about their existence.” Eventually, on July 2, 2008, the Committee of Social Affairs rejected the bill, citing difficulty in establishing a line of causality, and instead suggested screening programs.

The U.K. Parliament also began discussing legislation against self-harm websites, but little support was received. On an e-government website, the U.K. House of Commons received inquiries from citizens concerned about content promoting eating disorders. On February 9, 2008, a government representative responded to these inquiries, shedding light on the reason behind why legislation did not proceed:

The Department is concerned about the risks posed by websites which encourage anorexia or bulimia, but cannot take any legal action against them. Such sites are not in themselves illegal and may also be hosted overseas. We continue to explore a variety of courses of action. For example, we have worked with a media agency which offered their expertise pro bono to run
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advertisements directing youngsters to more appropriate sites.\textsuperscript{73}

While self-harm content has outraged many in the United States, there have been no serious efforts to regulate this content or the services that host it. More importantly, such laws might not be constitutionally viable in the United States. An exploration of the potential legal liability of pro-eating disorder websites concluded that most claims will be limited because even problematic speech is protected under the First Amendment.\textsuperscript{74} Of course, it may be viable to restrict minors from accessing self-harm content, but there is little consideration for youth-generated content, let alone a discussion of how youth could easily work around such limitations.\textsuperscript{75} In short, while some legal interventions may be possible, they are unlikely to be practically tenable.

While no government has successfully outlawed online content that promotes eating disorders, laws have been enacted in Denmark,\textsuperscript{76} Australia,\textsuperscript{77} Turkey,\textsuperscript{78} and South Korea\textsuperscript{79} that prohibit sites that promote suicide or provide techniques for committing suicide. These
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laws are often referenced when legislation regulating self-harm content is proposed. Of course, bans on suicide content have not been without controversy. Danish scholars have highlighted that it is not known if suicide websites influence suicide rates. The Turkish law against obscenities including “encouraging suicide” was rushed through and did not receive broad public support before or after its implementation, especially since it was used to block prominent sites like YouTube and Google. In Australia, a politician “articulated her objections to the law by openly flouting it. She detailed various methods of suicide in the state parliament, knowing that her comments would be published.”

While efforts to limit pro-suicide content in the United States would run up against the First Amendment, legal scholars have argued that narrowly-tailored restrictions may be viable when technology facilitates the violation of other laws.

In the absence of governmental legislation, regulation of self-harm content has primarily been driven by the policies of technology companies. While these companies are not required by law to regulate self-harm content, issues raised by the media have brought attention to the fact that such content prevails on a diverse range of websites, prompting calls to action.

In 2001, pro-ana websites came under the scrutiny of American popular media, propelled in large part by an episode of the Oprah Winfrey Show entitled “Girls Afraid to Eat.” The show featured a guest appearance by Holly Hoff, director of the National Eating Disorders Association, who warned that these websites “are like placing a loaded
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gun in the hands of someone who is feeling suicidal.” Shortly after the episode was broadcast, Yahoo! removed pro-eating disorder clubs from its servers. The Globe reports Hoff is pursuing the censorship of these online communities:

For the past six months, [Holly Hoff] said, her organization, along with other health care groups, sent letters to Yahoo and other hosts urging removal of the forums. Hoff said they often received the same response: “We’re not responsible for the content on our servers; it’s protected by freedom of speech.” But... Yahoo became [the] first to relent.

This move was met with widespread condemnation by pro-ana communities and free speech advocates alike, even prompting an online petition suggesting an alternative solution:

We wish to be allowed to create sites with disclaimers that express why we, as a community, should be allowed to discuss and express our illness/lifestyle on the internet, as long as we provide links to recovery sites, without our sites being deleted without our permission or knowledge.

Technology companies typically restrict self-harm content because of how it affects their private interests, either in terms of public image or creating a hospitable site for broad usage. The policies written by
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content hosts, online communities, search engines, and ISPs vary widely, as does their enforcement. Around the globe, ISPs, portals, and website hosts have blocked, banned and deleted self-harm sites, usually by indicating that they are in violation of user policies. Some technology companies’ terms of service account for self-harm practices under generalized guidelines for uploading or participating in content related to or espousing self-harm behavior while others provide broad restrictions that allow them to use their own discretion. For example, Yahoo! Groups’ current Terms of Service states:

1. You may not harass, abuse, threaten, or advocate violence against other members or individuals or groups.

2. You may not post content that is harmful to minors.

3. You may not post content that is obscene, otherwise objectionable, or in violation of federal or state law. . . .

9. Some content may be more appropriate in some contexts than others. Yahoo! reserves the right to remove content that it determines, in its sole discretion, to be inappropriate and in violation of our rules. For example, discussions or depictions of bestiality, incest, excretory acts, or child pornography may be inappropriate if placed in a sexual or otherwise exploitative context.

Self-harm communities and discussions may be categorized under one of the four regulations above, for example: pro-suicide discussions under #1, minors participating in self-harm communities under #2, content in those communities being seen as “objectionable” under #3.
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or any content deemed “inappropriate” or otherwise “in violation” of the rules under #9. Similarly, Yahoo! Answers’ Community Guidelines tells users under a section entitled “Doing harm” to “[b]e responsible and don’t misrepresent yourself, claim false credentials or expertise or give advice in a way that might cause someone harm. Don’t incite or advocate violence or harmful practices.” Broad policies like those exemplified by Yahoo! give them the flexibility to remove any content that they deem problematic.

While most sites provide general policies that can be employed to restrict self-harm, Xanga explicitly addresses self-harm content in its policy: “[Y]ou may not use Xanga to: . . . upload, post, email or otherwise transmit any Content that encourages or promotes physical harm against any group or individual. This includes Content that encourages or promotes self-harm.”

Of course, just because a company has a policy that could be used to ban self-harm content does not mean that they actively enforce it or that self-harm content is not present. For example, pro-ana content exists on multiple Yahoo! Answers pages, notably where users ask for pro-ana support and references for websites. For example, user AnaPaige writes: “Pro Ana Buddy Please? :)? . . . I need help sooo badly! I just can’t stay strong on my own. I ALWAYS overeat.” Likewise, a number of pro-self-harm Xanga pages still exist.

Facebook has similarly come under pressure to regulate its content and communities. While the site does not specifically outlaw pro-ana communities, team members take efforts to remove the groups. “Facebook doesn’t track how often it deletes pro-ana pages, but the groups violate the site’s terms of use by promoting self-harm or harm to others.” Facebook spokesman Barry Schnitt responded:
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“A team of Facebook employees actively searches for and deletes pro-ana groups along with groups promoting everything from bigotry to self-mutilation.” In response, community leaders have taken steps to avoid scrutiny: “[M]any pro-ana groups are now private and can’t be found in a search, and still others omit the term ‘pro-ana’ from their titles.”

The policies that technology companies use to address self-harm range widely and are enacted at all levels, from decisions by community moderators to censorship by ISPs. Some policies are written in response to pressure from organizations, while others take into account the personal opinions of the companies’ users. Of course, not all users share the same opinions about self-harm content.

When companies try to be flexible in their approach, they are often met with resistance. For example, a LiveJournal debacle around pro-ana communities was initiated in the comment thread of an official staff post by theljstaff entitled “Illegal and Harmful Content Policy Clarifications.” In the first comment, cofeechica writes:

[W]e allow pro-anorexia communities to remain because they are, in most cases, serving as support groups for the members. Silencing them won’t make their problems go away; we’d rather allow them to heal together as a community. If specific communities are actually inciting people to harm themselves, giving specific instructions that we believe cross the line, then Abuse will take action.

The retaliation of users against this comment generated a total of 4,985 comments, most of which reacted against the idea of pro-ana communities as “support groups” or questioned why LiveJournal would protect these communities over others (such as those creating fan art). The strong reaction prompted the LiveJournal team to revise its Terms of Service to include a document entitled “Abuse Policies
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and Procedures,” listing harms and the responses to be taken by the Abuse Team. One section entitled “Self Harm” covers topics from anorexia to suicide to drug abuse. The policy explains that LiveJournal does not condone harmful behavior or allow content that encourages it, though “users should be able to discuss and seek support for dealing with problems related to self-harm.”

Still, LiveJournal does not police communities and relies on users to flag inappropriate content for review.

While most discussions have focused on banning pro-self-harm content, the virtues of leaving the content intact are often underappreciated. Deanne Jade, a principal of the National Centre for Eating Disorders, told a journalist that banning pro-ana content is counterproductive because it will “only pop up again in a different guise.” In fact, the status of “ana” as an icon emerged precisely because sites began banning content that referenced anorexia. Efforts to erase pro-self-harm content often push it further underground. While limiting visibility may curtail certain types of harm, it reduces opportunities to help those in need.

In order to better help the people engaged in practices of self-harm, MySpace took a different approach. A representative said, “Rather than censor these groups, we are working to create partnerships with organizations that provide resources and advice to people suffering from such problems. We will target those groups with messages of support.”

By targeting individuals in lieu of content, MySpace’s approach to self-harm content departs radically from the industry norm.

V. CENSORING CONTENT VS. HELPING PEOPLE

Discussions about addressing online communities dedicated to self-harm tend to focus on content. Calls for regulation, though, emphasize holding websites accountable for hosting content while
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corporate policies emphasize censoring it. Such approaches presume that accessibility of pro-self-harm content increases self-harm practices and that reducing pro-self-harm content will reduce self-harm. Although these are reasonable assumptions, such correlations are untested.

Self-harm pre-dates the Internet, and while it may have increased the availability and visibility of content related to self-harm, it did not create self-harm practices. The Internet will not eradicate self-harm practices nor will censoring content on the Internet serve this purpose. Problematic self-harm content is produced by people engaged in self-harm practices. The content itself is only a visible manifestation of the practice. Even if all problematic self-harm content could be obliterated, there will still be people engaged in self-harm practices. Many of these individuals are at-risk and face other serious issues in their lives. Censoring the content that they produce is not a form of treatment. It does not help individuals who are in need of treatment. Furthermore, censorship fails to account for the difficulties in categorizing problematic self-harm content, why people produce problematic self-harm content, or how they will react when they are censored.

Although scholars have attempted to distinguish problematic self-harm content from productive self-harm content for research purposes, such efforts have significant limitations. Personal accounts of self-injury or disordered eating patterns are frequently shared in self-help communities as a crucial step for recovery, but the same stories are also leveraged in pro-self-harm communities as narratives for encouragement. Photographic depictions of self-harm are used as reminders of unhealthy behavior but they are also used as triggers for those who are going deeper. Classifying what is problematic self-harm content depends heavily on the context in which it is interpreted.

Technology companies that proactively try to limit self-harm content tend to rely on two techniques for finding or classifying problematic content: reporting and algorithms. While people can and do report problematic content, they often report any and all content related to self-harm, regardless of who it may help or harm. Algorithmic approaches are no better. Simply scanning for terms like “anorexia” or “cutting” reveals both helpful and harmful content. More problematically, those who are promoting self-harm lifestyles tend to avoid terms that might result in censorship. For example, it is
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common for pro-anorectics to write obfuscated blog posts about their relationship with “Ana” without ever indicating that “Ana” refers to anorexia. Those engaged in producing pro-self-harm content know that outsiders view their practices as unhealthy and so they encode content in ways that make it visible to members of the subculture while appearing innocuous to outsiders and algorithms.

Corporate policies and regulatory efforts to eliminate pro-self-harm content do not make the content disappear. Participants may hide it in plain sight or the content may be pushed further underground and made more invisible. Censorship efforts in other areas of problematic content reveal the complications that occur. Once banned, illegal or problematic content is often circulated through what is referred to as the “darknet,” a distribution network of individuals intentionally seeking to remain invisible. Corporate policies and regulatory efforts frame the people engaged in the production and dissemination of problematic content as outlaws and encourage them to act this way. This approach is reasonable for certain types of content, such as child pornography, where reducing visibility and demonizing participants are central goals.

Some argue that reducing the visibility of self-harm content is of utmost importance, out of a reasonable but empirically-contested concern that problematic self-harm content might encourage new people to engage in self-harm. This stems from what is known as the “Werther Effect,” a term coined by David Phillips that refers to imitation suicides such as those that occurred following the publication of Goethe’s first novel, The Sorrows of Young Werther. Copycat suicides are often inspired by the media, which has often been accused of sensationalizing and romanticizing the act of suicide. While little is known about whether or not the media
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heightens self-injury or disordered eating practices, concern about the potential effects of this content persists. Drawing a parallel between media sensationalism and pro-self-harm communities obscures the incentives behind the production of the narrative. While news stories are produced by media organizations seeking to sell their product by capitalizing on fear and public interest, problematic self-harm content is produced by individuals who are suffering because of self-harm. Whenever people engaged in self-harm gather, they share information that can both help and harm each other. For example, data shows that clinics that treat self-harm patients are also sources for others to learn new techniques or deepen their self-harm practices. This is not used to demonize clinics or the self-harm patients who share what they know. Likewise, just because someone engaged in self-harm shares their practices with others does not mean that they themselves are not struggling. In approaching problematic self-harm content, it is important to keep in mind that those who are discussing self-harm practices are not villains, but rather, victims.

Even those who promote self-harm lifestyles recognize it as a coping strategy. The key to addressing self-harm is not to address the coping strategy, but to address the underlying issues that require coping. Efforts to take away the coping strategy or to curtail those who are coping from trying to validate others who are looking for coping mechanisms further alienates and isolates those who are already alienated and isolated. In short, censorship efforts can actually strengthen pro-self-harm communities and counter efforts to provide effective treatment.

Treating self-harm is not simple. Although clinical treatment is often recommended for addressing self-injury and eating disorders, it is often ineffective, especially when those who are receiving treatment do not want to be treated. While clinical interventions may be an effective treatment for some of those seeking help, not all who engage in self-harm practices seek help or are forced into receiving help. The majority of self-harm episodes do not receive medical attention (due to the often secretive nature of the act), and those who do receive medical help generally differ in demographic and psychosocial profile from those who do not. Because most research on self-harm has
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taken place in clinical settings, scholars know little about the practices and attitudes of those who do not seek medical help.\textsuperscript{111} Eating disorders are among the most difficult to treat of all mental illnesses, for one in the grips of anorexia or bulimia seldom wishes to seek help and recover, and only a small minority ever receive professional care.\textsuperscript{112} Relapse is common, with longitudinal follow-up studies yielding dismal outcomes and high mortality rates among patients with anorexia (which, at around 6–10\%, is the highest of any mental disorder).\textsuperscript{113} Likewise, only an estimated 3–15\% of those who self-injure ever seek medical help, and of those who do, many continue to have repeat episodes.\textsuperscript{114}

Our current clinical approach to treating self-harm is not enough. Too little is understood about the attitudes, practices, and daily lives of those engaged in self-harm and a clinic-centric approach to intervention fails to help those who are unwilling to seek help. In order to develop alternative approaches, it is imperative to understand what is happening outside of the clinic, especially with individuals who are resistant to treatment. One of the unintended advantages of online self-harm communities is that they reveal the lives of those who are not seeking help, making visible the cultural logic of those who are resistant to treatment and providing broader context about the lives of those engaged in self-harm than a clinician can reasonably obtain during treatment. As others have noted, the visibility of online communities dedicated to self-harm can help mental health
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professionals better understand the cultural and psychosocial issues at play.\footnote{Whitlock, Lader & Conterio, supra note 42, at 1139–40; Vaughn Bell, Online Information, Extreme Communities and Internet Therapy: Is the Internet Good for Our Mental Health?, 16 J. MENTAL HEALTH 445 (2007).}

Pro-self-harm sites are also valuable in that they bring together many who are engaged in self-harm, creating a potential site for intervention. Given that self-harm practices have historically taken place in isolation, identifying and approaching individuals engaged in self-harm has always been challenging. Of course, just because they are visible online does not mean that they want to be approached by a mental health practitioner or social worker. Future work and innovation is needed to examine and evaluate different approaches for reaching out to at-risk populations online.

Lacking formalized efforts by mental health practitioners and social services, many concerned individuals—typically former self-harmers or family members of those who have struggled with self-injury or disordered eating patterns—have started individually and collectively tackling self-harm issues by maintaining websites to counter pro-self-harm or joining pro-self-harm communities to reach out to those who are willing to consider help. For example, MAMA\textregistered\textsuperscript{Vision}\footnote{MAMA\textregistered\textsuperscript{Vision}, http://mamavision.com (last visited Feb. 15, 2011).} is the personal blog of a thirty-nine-year-old ex-model-turned-mother who struggled with eating disorders for much of her adult life. Her posts and YouTube videos are critical, heartfelt, righteous, and at times incendiary, outraging “pro-anas” as often as they inspire those trapped in the throes of an eating disorder. While Mama\textregistered\textsuperscript{V set up her own online space, other former self-harmers have begun directly engaging participants in pro-self-harm sites, offering them someone to talk with or inviting them to get help.

Resistance to pro-self-harm is taking place across the Internet by individuals and collectives. On Facebook, critics of pro-ana have started flooding pro-ana groups with messages about the problems with pro-ana. Others have set up “anti-pro-ana” groups like the 4,000-strong “stop pro-ana” to discuss tactics to curb pro-ana, such as calling on members to “report all pro-ana groups on Facebook!”\footnote{Stop Pro Ana, FACEBOOK, http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=2220122603 (last visited Sept. 11, 2010).} Others encourage resistance to anorexia through collective, therapeutic support. For example, “Smash the Scale,” with 396 members, encourages outright revolt against “Ana” through the
creative destruction of that symbolic icon of eating disorders: the scale.\textsuperscript{118}

The emergence of an “anti-pro-ana” movement is a phenomenal example of how grassroots groups have leveraged the Internet to counter pro-self-harm narratives on their own terms. Consider “We Bite Back,” a website that offers support to those “who found support on pro-ana forums, communities and email lists who didn’t want to do the ana thing anymore.”\textsuperscript{119} The site includes a supportive forum, an essays section, and recovery-oriented videos. In detailing the story behind the site, the administrator writes: “It was important that this community would be made to emulate the close, supportive ties found in pro-anorexic boards, but to remove all the permissive attitudes to self-harm and self-depreciating comments.”\textsuperscript{120} The success of “We Bite Back” shows that it is possible to counter pro-self-harm by focusing on the needs of those who are engaging in destructive practices.

While varied grassroots approaches are emerging, it is not clear whether or not such efforts are effective. Still, the rise of self-harm content online has provided new incentives and infrastructures for people to start engaging in the issue. More is needed to understand the effectiveness of such endeavors, but it is imperative that educators and mental health workers learn from and build upon the work being done by these grassroots movements.

VI. DEVISING INTERVENTIONS THAT EMBRACE VISIBILITY

Through the availability of problematic self-harm content, the Internet has made self-harm practices visible in new ways. Heightened visibility of problematic practices tends to generate fear, and people tend to respond to fear by blaming the agent of change. In this case, people blame the Internet for making problematic self-harm content visible. Responding naturally to the rise in visibility, many have cried for regulation. Yet, legal regulation is not the solution. Not only are legal interventions most likely to be constitutionally
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untenable, they are unlikely to address the core problems presented by the visibility of self-harm content.

While visibility of problematic content is a common source of concern, it also opens up new opportunities. Researchers, mental health practitioners, educators, parents and concerned citizens have a unique opportunity to glimpse into the complex lives and attitudes of those struggling with self-harm. As a channel for communication, the Internet also provides an unprecedented opportunity for enabling interactions between those in the throes of self-harm and those who are concerned about them. Although there are not yet best practices for reaching out to at-risk populations, there is tremendous opportunity for innovation.

In moving forward to address problematic self-harm content—and youth-generated problematic content more generally—we must begin embracing visibility, both as a source of information from which we can learn and as a potential channel through which we can engage. While there may be good reasons to minimize the availability of youth-generated problematic content, we should not push it so far underground that we are no longer able to reach out to and help the at-risk youth who are producing it.

Although legal interventions are futile, policies that help provide infrastructure for addressing these issues are not. It is important that public health professionals—including researchers, mental health practitioners, and pediatricians—begin learning from what is made visible online and develop evidence-based programs that leverage the availability of both content and communities of people engaged in self-harm. In short, rather than waiting until people seek help, the Internet introduces a new opportunity for proactive interventions. As such, we need infrastructure that supports and encourages proactive interventions and empowers experts working in this area to develop such protocols. This means funding for public health research, implementation, and evaluation as well as social services programs. Programs to address self-harm should be developed, implemented, and evaluated. In order for this to work, ISPs and online content hosts must work with people in the social services just as they work with law enforcement. Technology companies must work with educators and mental health practitioners, making data available as appropriate. Mental health workers and educators must work with those engaged in digital grassroots endeavors to build off of what they have learned.
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Successful interventions will be necessarily holistic, focused more on the underlying issues that drive self-harm than on the practice itself.

In developing strategies for combating youth-generated problematic content, we must move beyond our issues with the content itself in order to focus on the underlying issues that drive the production, dissemination, and consumption of that content. The Internet has made it easier to find and share problematic content, but it has also made it easier to find at-risk youth and share healthy messages. Developing new strategies that leverage the opportunities afforded by the Internet are going to be more effective than any form of legal regulation.